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 84 put webcut to the top of the directory 2085 The license file is invisible to users, and appears only in the logs when a webcut
is created. A blank license file is created by default for every new webcut. Finally, webcut can start and stop a process

asynchronously. This allows webcut to give control to other applications, such as a web server, or even to another webcut
process, to initiate and stop a new webcut: put the webcut process to sleep for some time 2086 wait for the webcut to be

completed start a new webcut 2087 The webcut has the ability to start and stop other webcut processes. The webcut process that
is running when a webcut process is started, has the priority. If two webcut processes are started at the same time, one is put to

sleep, the one that is put to sleep receives the control. The webcut process can ask the name of the webcut process that is started
to it 2088 The webcut process can ask if there are more webcut processes to start 2089 The webcut process can ask for the

webcut process' pid 2090 The webcut process can ask to stop the webcut process' pid 2091 The webcut process can ask for the
webcut process' command 2092 The webcut process can ask for the webcut process' name 2093 The webcut process can ask for

the webcut process' user 2094 The webcut process can get the name of the command that is executed 2095 Webcut processes
2096 Webcut processes are processes that can be started by webcut to be able to access web services. When a webcut process is
started, a copy of the webcut process is stored in a directory to be available later. This is necessary because webcut processes are
stateless. A webcut process can access the same resources as another webcut process, such as the same images, files, databases,
or servers. The webcut process uses TCP connections to communicate with web services, so it needs to be able to bind a port on
the host it is run on, to communicate with the web services. The following commands can be used to start a webcut process. put

webcut to the top of the directory 2097 set the host 82157476af
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